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HOFFMAN LAB GEOLOGY
6/13/07 6/13/07 20 OXFORD STASSIST CAMBRIDGE POLICE CLOSED12:06 AM 12:06 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer observed a suspicious individual walking toward a bicycle rack with a length of pipe. When the individual saw the 
officer they dropped the pipe and walked toward the street. A Cambridge Police officer was also in the area and they      
conducted a field interview. The individual was checked for wants/warrants with negative results.                         
                                                                                                                          

SCIENCE CENTER
6/13/07 6/13/07 1 OXFORD STASSIST OTHER AGENCY CLOSED8:31 AM 8:31 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officer assisted Harvard Operations in checking the side of the building for damages after a steam pipe had let go.       
Officer reports that there were no damages in the area.                                                                   

LONGWOOD LOT
6/13/07 6/13/07 200 LONGWOOD AVEPROPERTY DAMAGE CLOSED9:03 AM 9:03 AM BOSTON

Officer dispatched to a report of damage done to a vehicle and a clearance bar. Upon arrival the officer was informed that
an individual who had a bicycle attached to the roof of their vehicle attempted to gain entry to the garage and knocked   
the clearance bar off of its chains. The vehicle sustained minor damage to the roof and facilities was on scene to        
repair/replace the clearance bar.                                                                                         

WARREN ALPERT BUILDING
6/13/07 6/11/07  10:24 AM - 200 LONGWOOD AVETHREAT(S) OPEN10:24 AM 6/13/07  10:24 AM BOSTON

Officer dispatched to take a report of an individual who threatened another individual.                                   

UHS - LONGWOOD AREA
6/13/07 6/13/07 275 LONGWOOD AVESUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED3:18 PM 3:00 PM BOSTON

Officer dispatched to a report of a suspicious individual who had been in the building. Officer was informed that an      
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individual entered the building and requested to use the restroom. The individual was asked if they had an appointment to 
which they stated their daughter did and they were informed that they could utilize the restroom. The reporting individual
informed the officer that the individual's daughter did not have an appointment and believed that they may have been using
drugs in the restroom.  The officer checked the restroom for any drugs with negative results.                             

NEWELL BOATHOUSE
6/13/07 6/13/07 765 SOLDIERS FIELD RDVANDALISM CLOSED5:08 PM 5:08 PM ALLSTON

Officer dispatched to take a report of a motor vehicle that had a shattered passenger side window. The reporting          
individual informed the officer that nothing was stolen.                                                                  
                                                                                                                          
UPDATE 6/18/07: It has been determined that a theft did not occur. This report has been re-classified from theft report to
vandalism.                                                                                                                

PALACE RD LOT
6/13/07 6/13/07 168 LONGWOOD AVEUNWANTED GUEST CLOSED6:12 PM 6:12 PM BOSTON

Officer dispatched to a report of an unwanted guest asking individuals for money in the parking lot. Officer sent the     
individual on their way.                                                                                                  

MATHER HOUSE A
6/13/07 6/13/07 93 BANKS STSKATEBOARD COMPLAINT CLOSED6:33 PM 6:33 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to remove skate boarders. Officer sent the individuals on their way.                                   


